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What is this workshop about?

This workshop explores ideas of ‘objects’ as subjects or elements of an artwork/design. 

1. We will investigate the making of objects and how they might operate in different dimensions and 
materials such as physical/digital 3D objects and sounds. 

2. We will look at ways for interacting across spatial/physical and sonic, comparing and combining 
the qualities of two or more objects of different dimensions. 

3. We will also explore methods for developing the first (i.e. a space) based on the second (i.e. 
sound) and vice versa and how these are experienced simultaneously, by an audience.



Learning outcomes:

• Creative collaboration between disciplines.

• Gain further experience of working with sonic and 3D structures in 
interdisciplinary contexts.

• Produce documentation of work.

• Engage with the particular aesthetic challenges and delights of 
combining different art forms and other disciplines.

• Develop skills complementary to the course such as technical, social, 
aesthetic and professional.

• Engage substantively and critically with notions of working across media 
and material.

• Develop creative ways to make multidimensional installations and 
performances.

• Develop your own set of audiovisual materials and integrate them into a 
collaborative work of art.

Image credits: Roden, S. (2007), retrieved from http://www.inbetweennoise.com/works/turning-music-into-mountains/, accessed 8 January 2017



Combing sonic, visual and spatial practices 

• In installations, performances, audiovisual works, maps/locative sound, spatial sound, sound art, 
virtual reality, games

• New aesthetic challenges are created as a result of the combination of the material qualities and 
dimensions of the different art forms, but also new ways for experiencing artworks

• The combination of such modalities incorporates ideas of hybrid composition, interactivity and 
collaboration 

Image credits: designboom (2017) ‘reflection’ by andreas nicolas fischer & benjamin maus (cnc-milled mdf), retrieved from http://www.designboom.com/art/frozen-sound-art-exhibition/ [Accessed 8 January 2017]



Some definitions of ‘objects’

Sound or sonorous object “…enables us to have an overview of the entire fragment of sound as a shape, hence as an object, and
notably so an object with several concurrent features evolving between the start and end points of the fragment (e.g. timbral, 

dynamic, textural, etc., evolution in the course of the fragment).” (Godoy, 2006, p. 149, revisiting Pierre Schaeffer’s definition of 
‘sound object’)

“One of the conditions of knowing an object is supplied by the sensing of the gravitational force acting upon it in actual space. That 
is, space with three, not two coordinates. The ground plane, not the wall, is the necessary support for the maximum awareness of

the object.” (Morris, 1993, p. 4)

“…art objects have clearly divisible parts that set up the relationships. Such a condition suggests the alternative question: could a 
work exist that has only one property? Obviously not, since nothing exists that has only one property. A single, pure sensation 

cannot be transmissible precisely because one perceives simultaneously more than one as parts in any given situation: if color, 
then also dimension; if flatness, then texture, etc.” (Morris, 1993, p. 6)

“an object…can be understood as part of a series of operations.” (Beltrán, 2014)

“as a phenomenon of human experience, sound is never really object and is always event. We can always attend to it as the 
audible manifestation of relations and interactions in the space-time unity of experience, in the here-and-now.” 

(Di Scipio, 2013-14)

Beltrán, E. (2014) OBJECTHOOD #2 [online]. Museu d'Art Contemporani de Barcelona. Available from: http://rwm.macba.cat/en/specials/objecthood2-florian-hecker-erick-
beltran/capsula [Accessed 10 July 2018].
DI SCIPIO, A. (2013-14) Sound Object? Sound Event! Ideologies of Sound and the Biopolitics of Music. Soundscape: The Journal of Acoustic Ecology, 13(1), 10-14.
Gody, R. (2006). Gestural-Sonorous Objects: Embodied extensions of Schaeffers conceptual apparatus. Organised Sound, 11(2), 149-157.
Morris, R. (1993). Continuous project altered daily : The writings of Robert Morris. Cambridge, Mass. ; London: MIT Press.

http://rwm.macba.cat/en/specials/objecthood2-florian-hecker-erick-beltran/capsula


What is an ‘object’?

In the DMSP context, ‘objects’ often appear as…

• 3D forms (digital such as 3D models, physical as sculptures)

• Spaces (virtual and real, as a ‘container’ of the work, as a part of the work or as the work itself)

• Sounds (such as synthesis, processing, field recordings)

• Lights (as material or for focusing on specific parts of the installation/performance/work 
environment)

• 2D visuals (such as videos, animations, projections and projection mappings, photographs, 
drawings, maps)

Now think about your own work: 

• What do you consider as an ‘object’ in your own project? 

• What form does it take? 

• In what dimensions does it operate?



How can ‘objects’ be combined?

Some ways for combining objects include…

• Processes of ‘translation’: 
mapping parameters of the one object to the other

• Processes of interpretation:
making an object based on our understanding of another object or based on metaphors

• Processes of making: 
making an object by reflecting on the making process of another object 

• Conceptual links: 
defining concepts and ideas that bring objects together to create a larger whole

• Functional links: 
using objects as triggers for interaction with other objects 

• Mediation: 
using other media, artistic or technological, as means for combining objects

Now think about your own work: 

Identify examples of the above propositions for combining objects based on your background and project 
and in reference to other people’s work.



Qualities of objects

• Dimensions: 
such as 2D, 3D, sonic

• Environment:
such as virtual, physical/real

• Material properties: 
such as weight, density, hardness

• Material qualities: 
such as texture, colour, scale, size, pitch, duration

Now think about your own work: 

• How could objects affect each other when combined? In what way could an object’s quality inform the way other objects 
are structured in your work?

• Develop further the examples of the previously presented methods for combining objects, now based on their 
dimensions, environment, material properties and qualities. 

• How will you start working? Explore how this decision might determine your creative process along the way. 

Two or more objects constitute simultaneously a new spectrum of material, the combined

material, bringing with them a web of new relationships by merging the objects’ qualities.



Case studies

“As an example, for the coffee cup object, we mapped

the x-,y- and z-axis movements to six different ambient

soundscapes. In the resting position, one could hear a

field recording of a thunder storm and this would turn

into a beach recording, depicting waves crashing on a

shore, when a user would tilt the cup to the right and

this would seamlessly transport the audience between

locations. Here, we…specified the thresholds in the

processing software “Pure Data”, but it was the

participants that decided the manner in which they

wanted to freely navigate throughout the soundscapes.

The main aesthetic decision…was to make people

reconsider the function of objects and to imagine them

in a different form. In order to achieve this, we

designed our object mappings with the focus on them

functioning optimally when handled unorthodoxly.”

DMSP2018 ‘Developing Multidimensional Objects

https://dmsp.digital.eca.ed.ac.uk/blog/multidimensionalobjects2018/ca

tegory/submission-2/

1. rotation angle + speed + pressure changes in 3 

different physical objects mapped to sound + visual 

https://dmsp.digital.eca.ed.ac.uk/blog/multidimensionalobjects2018/category/submission-2/


Case studies

2. 3D objects used as instruments based on their 

resonance 

Stefano Murgia 2017

http://www.stefanomurgia.nl/work/acoustics-based-on-volume-

aluminium

https://vimeo.com/226714766

https://vimeo.com/226714766
https://vimeo.com/226714766


Case studies

3. text as starting point for sound composition and installation; 

fabrication process as model for working with sound

“this piece takes as its starting point the last sentence of a 1975 essay by architect philip johnson, called “what

makes me tick?” (johnson designed the muhlenberg art building and gallery where the exhibition, sound in

space, took place). because this text came about when johnson was moving away from a programmatic

approach to architectural design, towards a more intuitive practice; i wanted to create a situation that

encompassed both types of processes.

like the act of architectural fabrication, i wanted to create a score that would set a process in motion, allowing a

group of students to work collaboratively towards the making of a sculpture. (i see in the relationship of an

architectural plan towards the building of a structure, as having a similarity with a musical composition and the

musicians that will realize the work).

before i arrived, i sent the students a text score, suggesting possible ways of translating johnson’s words into

sculptural forms – using number equivalents related to the alphabet (a=1, b=2, etc.). all of the decisions and

fabrication of the sculpture were directed by the students through conversation with scott sherk and my score.

the sound elements were created through a combination of two systems: the first a similar alphabet = musical

note equivalent played on a small electronic tone generator by myself; and second, a series of recordings of the

gallery space made by scott during the sculpture’s construction, by placing a microphone inside each different

length of pvc pipe that made up the form – thus giving us three iterations of johnson’s text – two audio

translations, and one sculptural.”

Steve Roden, contrariwise for philip johnson (2010) http://www.inbetweennoise.com/works/contrariwise-for-philip-johnson/

http://www.inbetweennoise.com/works/contrariwise-for-philip-johnson/


Case studies

4. actions as ideas for parameter mapping/coupling between 

spatial and sonic data

“The combination of three-dimensional objects and sound in this project was approached from a process

and action-based perspective. This entailed not only the mapping of parameters of the one modality to the

other, but also the use of similar methods for working with both together…The movements that occur in our

objects happen as a result of specific actions, which create simultaneous changes to the form of the shape

and sound.

Prototype 1 explores mappings of a three-dimensional cube with sonic parameters of a

sustained tone generated via two pulse wave oscillators. The cube is rotated upon horizontal movement of

a mouse. As the cube rotates the oscillators are detuned, creating a shift in phase and a perceivable

rotation in the sound...Acceleration is considered so that the faster the rotation, the more severe the

detuning of the oscillators, creating a tight connection between user interaction and perception of three-

dimensional rotation and sonic movement. Spatial width or narrowness of the cube, which is controlled

using vertical mouse movement, is coupled with spectral width of the tone; as the shape becomes thinner

a high pass filter is applied to sound.

Prototype 2 explores the same three-dimensional shape and actions as prototype 1,

manipulated instead alongside a granular synthesiser applied to a vocal recording..This coupling explores

the forging of a temporal to spatial relationship; as we perceive the grain or audio loop becoming

smaller in time we perceive the three-dimensional object narrowing. We track the sound's repetition and

perceive around it a form, which develops as the grain size reduces. We simultaneously connect this

with the form we observe as the three-dimensional shape narrows in space. Prototype 2 also

exhibits a further example of a coupling informed by real-world acoustic behavior, where a low pass filter is

applied to the audio signal in parallel with rotation, to create an occlusion effect.”

Panourgia, E., Wheelaghan, F., & Yang, X. (2018). Digital interactions: Sound and three-dimensional forms. Airea: 

Arts and Interdisciplinary Research, (1), 3-10. https://doi.org/10.2218/airea.2732

https://doi.org/10.2218/airea.2732


Experiencing objects

objects audience objects audienceobjects performer

audience

1. Audience observing/experiencing 

objects without transforming them  

3. Audience participation 

in the work by interacting 

with objects

2. Performer transforming 

objects live and audience 

observing/experiencing

objects audience

performer

4. Audience participation in 

the work by interacting with 

performers and objects
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Additional resources to explore
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The Blue Screen Interviews: 1995/2017 Simon Biggs https://transmediale.de/content/the-blue-screen-interviews-19952017

Media:

https://vimeo.com/31319154

http://timmb.com/post-truth-and-beauty/

https://steveroden.bandcamp.com/album/splint-the-soul-of-wood and http://www.inbetweennoise.com/works/contrariwise-for-philip-johnson/

https://www.designboom.com/art/frozen-sound-art-exhibition/

https://csismn.com/CENTRALIZED

http://www.stefanomurgia.nl/work/acoustics-based-on-volume-aluminium

http://www.audible-sculptures.ca/blog/

http://adsr.jp/2009/05/ac_exp_lemur.php [+patch files]

https://www.urdesignmag.com/design/2016/11/08/flow-interactive-installation-maotik/

https://doi.org/10.2218/airea.2732
https://transmediale.de/content/the-blue-screen-interviews-19952017
https://vimeo.com/31319154
http://timmb.com/post-truth-and-beauty/
https://steveroden.bandcamp.com/album/splint-the-soul-of-wood
http://www.inbetweennoise.com/works/contrariwise-for-philip-johnson/
https://www.designboom.com/art/frozen-sound-art-exhibition/
https://csismn.com/CENTRALIZED
http://www.stefanomurgia.nl/work/acoustics-based-on-volume-aluminium
http://www.audible-sculptures.ca/blog/
http://adsr.jp/2009/05/ac_exp_lemur.php
https://www.urdesignmag.com/design/2016/11/08/flow-interactive-installation-maotik/


Workshop notes and further information about 
Understanding Objects via:

https://digital.eca.ed.ac.uk/studioproject/understanding-objects/

For any questions feel free to contact me at:
e.panourgia@ed.ac.uk 


